
BPM-enabling Technology Terms Defined  
(adapted from the 2013 BPM and App Infrastructure Hype Cycles) 

iBPMS (Intelligent Business Process Management Suite) — An intelligent business process management 
suite (iBPMS) is an integrated set of technologies that, collectively, support the entire process lifecycle – 
from modeling, analysis, simulation, design, implementation, monitoring and ongoing optimization. An 
iBPMS expands on earlier BPMS in that they add more support for analytics, complex-event processing, 
mobility and social interaction and collaboration.  

ABPD (Automated Business Process Discovery) — Automated business process discovery (ABPD) is the 
application of software tools to understand existing computerized business processes. ABPD techniques 
(also referred to as process mining) start from event logs (audit trails, messages, transactions, databases 
and so forth), and try to discover patterns to fit a process model from the information obtained from the 
events. A major benefit of ABPD is process discovery across the "white space," the process knowledge 
gap that exists between departments and functions, and at the edges of processes. 

BRMS (Business Rule Management Suite) — BRMSs guide business rule definitions, categorizations, 
governance, deployments and use throughout the business life cycle. Especially when combined with 
other BPMTs, BRMSs simplify process change and accelerate process agility.  A BRMS is a 
comprehensive business rule offering that facilitates the creation, registration, classification, verification, 
deployment and execution of business rules in support of Business Rule Management.  Additionally, 

 Business rules are implicit and explicit business directives that define and describe guidance for 
taking a business decision. 

 Business rule management (BRM) is a structured discipline guiding business rule definition, 
categorization, governance, deployment and use. 

CEP (Complex Event Processing) — CEP, sometimes called event stream processing, is a kind of 
computing in which incoming data about events is distilled into more useful, higher-level and more 
complex event data that provides insights into what is happening. Multiple events from one or more event 
streams are correlated on the basis of having a common value in a key field, and patterns and trends are 
detected. One complex event may be the result of calculations performed on dozens, hundreds or even 
thousands of input (base) events. 

 

Process Styles Defined  

(from Analyze Your Process Styles to Ensure Technology Choices Lead to Improved Business Outcomes 
(2013 G00255483) except for STP newly defined here) 

Form-driven workflow — A structured process style that is extensively used in many industries for 
"request for approval" processes. The workflow is well-established and predictable, with routing logic 
based on following the management hierarchy or explicit rules. Although this process style has existed for 
years, recent technological changes have emerged that enable such workflows to be more dynamic. 

Guided navigation — In this process style, software guides the participant through alternative workflows 
to arrive at a satisfactory outcome. Although this is a mature and established process style (typical for 
self-service kiosks and portals, and using menu options to guide the participant), newer workflow 
technology leverages declarative models, explicit rules, context metadata and other techniques to simplify 
the creation and maintenance of the "if-then-else" logic that drives the guidance. 

Case management — In this complex, unstructured process style, workflows are nonsequential and 
dependent, and often cannot be predetermined at design time. "Casework" involves unique, nonroutine 
situations, where complex interactions between content, people, business and regulatory policies must be 
balanced to achieve an optimal outcome. More work today is being seen as caselike in industries beyond 
government, law and healthcare, which have long handled work as cases. 



Content collaboration — In this unstructured process style, multiple parties collaboratively create or co-
author some kind of content, such as a book, contract, proposal or RFP, or a new product design 
blueprint. Because the work is collaborative, the workflow is nonsequential and cannot be predetermined. 

Straight-through processing (STP) — A very structured process style for automating the data and 
transaction entry across multiple applications. STP of the data follows a very standardized series of 
sequential steps, eliminating paper and human rekeying or other manual interventions (including 
decisions and approvals) that slow transaction completion.  This style is very mainstream and typically 
accomplished with middleware technologies. 

 


